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tion (q.v.), collective ideas, etc. Without the absolutely
fundamental importance of attitude, there would be no
question of the existence of an individual psychology.
But the general attitude effects such immense displace-
ments of energy, and so modifies the relations between
individual functions, that resultants are produced which
frequently bring the validity of general psychological
laws into question. In spite of the fact, for instance, that
a certain measure of activity is held to be indispensable
for the sexual function both on physiological and psycho-
logical grounds, individuals certainly exist who, without
injury to themselves, i.e. without pathological phenomena
and without any demonstrable restriction of productive
power, can, to a very great extent, dispense with it; while,
in other cases, quite insignificant deprivations or disturb-
ances in this region may involve very considerable general
consequences. How potent individual differences can be
is seen perhaps most clearly in questions of likes and
dislikes. Here practically all rules go by the board.
What is there, in the last resort, which has not at one
time given man pleasure, while at another has caused him
pain ? Every instinct, every function can be subordinated
to other instincts and functions and act as a servant. The
ego or power-instinct can make sexuality its serviceable
subject, or sexuality make use of the ego. Thinking
may over-run everything else, or feeling swallow up
thinking and sensation, all in obedience to the attitude.
Au fond, the attitude is an individual phenomenon
and is inaccessible to the scientific method of approach.
In actual experience, however, certain attitude-types can
be discriminated in so far as certain psychic functions can
also be differentiated. When a function habitually pre-
dominates, a typical attitude is thereby produced. In
accordance with the nature of the differentiated function,
constellations of contents take place which create a cor-
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